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FUSION expands its 2014 Premium Series high quality, hybrid gig bags, with the 
addition of the Jazz Trombone, Tenor Trombone and Bass Trombone cases. 

 
Trombonists can now enjoy and share the innovative designs of Fusion’s high quality hybrid 
gig bags within the new 2014 Premium Series models designed to accommodate 8.5" jazz 
trombones, 9.5" tenor and 10.5" bass trombones. 
 
The Premium Series Trombone hybrid gig bags once again feature materials and exclusive 
ground breaking designs that have earned Fusion respect from musicians all over the world. 
 
Gig bags of a far less quality on the market have meant that up ‘until now’ commuting with 
fragile brass instruments has been a daunting experience, often with the need for extra bags 
for accessories like mouthpieces, cleaning fluid, sheet music and a host of personal items.  
 
Members of Fusion’s research and development team are also brass instrument players,  
and have eradicated these pitfalls within one exceptional design. Like all models in the vast 
Fusion catalogue, the Premium Series Trombone hybrid gig bags are of the highest quality 
throughout their construction and built to last.  
 
To repel the elements, the outer material is an extremely robust PVC backed free, water 
resistant, ‘rip stop’ Samsonite material. It is defiant against scuffs and abrasions and 
constructed around Fusion’s tried and tested 30mm (1.5’’) high density, strong yet light-
weight foam shell.  

For ultimate protection inside, a soft velvet mix, non-scratch lining snuggles each trombone, 
while a handy removable padded foam collar, offers optional custom shaping around the 
instrument within the main compartment.   

A bent or damaged trombone slide can render the instrument worthless, it’s here that Fusion 
once against excel with their designs. All Premium Series hybrid Trombone hybrid gig bags, 
include a separate removable zipped pocket to safely store the slide upright within the main 
compartment and the exterior pockets. Each Premium Series hybrid Trombone gig bag has  
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three pockets to the front of the bag allowing plenty of space for pencils, mouthpieces, 
cleaning fluid, mobile phones, wallets and keys.  

 
The hardware is just as tough, with soft rubber handles, rubber zip pulls and corner 
protectors, the Premium Series Trombone cases look extra cool finished in black/lime, 
black/orange, black/blue and an all black version. As a safety factor, the bags have 
commuter friendly reflective panels. 

 

 
 
 

Watch	  the	  VIDEO:	  
http://youtu.be/AhJk0KbwWb8 
 
 
Recommended Retail Prices 
8.5" Bell Jazz Trombone RRP £277.96                                                                                                                               
9.5" Bell Tenor Trombone RRP £288.95                                                                                                                    
10.5" Bell Bass trombones RRP £299.95 

 
 

We have included a cool video that fully explains Fusions highly original features, including 
our Fusion "Fuse-on" line of accessory bags that attach to the mother bag for extra space to  
carry more gear, our unique "Flow-System" which keeps the user’s back cool when carried 
back pack style and lockable zips on the main compartment of the bag, address tag and a 
rain-cover to help keep it dry in wet weather conditions. 
 

The Premium Series Trombone hybrid gig bags are the perfect bag for a musician who 
needs to carry their instrument without compromising its safety. 

 
FUSION... more than just a gig bag! 
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Editors please note: for more information or to order a review samples please contact: 

Media contact: 
Fusion Products Co. Ltd 
Nicole Szekeres 
Phone +44 (0)1274 945 233  
nicole@fusion-bags.com 
www.fusion-bags.com  

Press Office: 
 
Lars Mullen 
Phone +44 (0)1803 523794 
info@larsmullen.co.uk 
http://www.larsmullen.co.uk   

 

Follow these links to read recent Premium Series Brass & Woodwind Press releases: 

	  Premium Series: Soprano, Alto and Tenor Saxophone 

Premium Series: Euphonium, Tenor Horn, Baritone Horn.  


